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Categories of simulations

I physical systems
I weather
I climate
I flow around

planes, cars, etc.
I combustion
I material

deformation
I etc.

I economic
I derivatives

I psychological
I traffic
I evacuation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FAE_visualization.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FAE_visualization.jpg


Another example

http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_431.html

http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_431.html


Why simulate anything?

If simulations are potentially untrustworthy, can’t we avoid this
problem by testing or checking everything? Not always.

I You can’t test or check everything.

I fire safety of building — too expensive to build tons of houses
just to burn them down

I aerodynamics — tweaking the model airplane to test different
configurations often is too slow

I future or past climate — no time machines

I The test only occurs when you need the knowledge.

I weather

I It’s illegal.

I nukes



Sleipner A offshore platform

underprediction of stress by 47% in the concrete
lead to

I the sinking of part of the base of the
offshore platform and. . .

I a crash registering at 3.0 on the Richter
scale and. . .

I $700 million in losses for the company.
I Thankfully no one was hurt or killed.

http://ta.twi.tudelft.nl/users/vuik/wi211/disasters.html

http://ta.twi.tudelft.nl/users/vuik/wi211/disasters.html


Commonly heard quote about simulations

Everyone believes the experiment except the person who
did it. No one believes the simulation except the person
who did it.

a similar quote with “simulation” replaced by “theory” was attributed to Albert

Einstein.

http:

//www.aphids.com/cgi-bin/quotes.pl?act=ShowListingsForSub&Subject=S33

http://www.aphids.com/cgi-bin/quotes.pl?act=ShowListingsForSub&Subject=S33
http://www.aphids.com/cgi-bin/quotes.pl?act=ShowListingsForSub&Subject=S33


Basic skepticism: no special knowledge needed



Basic skepticism: garbage in, garbage out1

I All input data must be sourced, preferably with known
uncertainty (and units).

I This data should be checked:

I Does the source have the same value?

I Does the source cite another source? (You might have to go
down the rabbit hole.)

I Does the value make sense?

1Usually. You can get the right answer by coincidence. Getting a plausible
result is no guarantee that the input data is good.



Basic skepticism: assumptions

I Sometimes certain physics are ignored or changed.
I The phenomena is demonstrably unimportant.
I “It’s what I was taught.” (e.g., linearization)
I Laziness.
I “Ignoring it is a model.”

Photo by Ernst Mach.



Basic skepticism: extrapolation

I Imagine this plot shows temperature at different times. Can
you estimate where the temperature is going next?
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Extrapolation_example.svg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Extrapolation_example.svg


Basic skepticism is not enough

I Questioning assumptions, justifications, and input data in a
physically based model is not enough!

I Even if a simulator has perfect assumptions a poorly designed
or poorly implemented simulator can produce garbage results.

I Even technical people are not immune. Most of them are
unaware of what I will discuss today.

I Simulations are not a “black box”. They are not magic. They
do have problems people should be aware of. If you don’t
understand the basics of what’s going on inside then you are
not qualified to analyze their results (in my opinion).



How computer simulations work
and how to question their results



Necessary approximations
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I Computers can’t really do anything we can’t, so if we can’t
solve these equations, computers probably can’t either. But
we can change this from an exact calculus to an approximate
algebra problem that computers solve much faster than we do.

I The approximation introduces an error. The accuracy is
usually specified with the “order” of the method, e.g., a
1st-order error. Higher is (usually) better.



How many physical simulations work: grids

In most physical simulations, everything is on a grid in some way,
whether through “time-stepping”, space gridding, or both. Reality
is continuous. The simulation is discrete.

125 C

150 C

t = 1 s

t = 0 s

The finer (smaller) the grid, usually (hopefully!) the more accurate
the simulation.



Bugs in the code

I Who writes bug-free code? (No one best I can tell.)
I In 2009, the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East

Anglia was hacked. Many emails and documents in the back
described bugs in the code, e.g.:

I “Yup, my awful programming strikes again”
I Climate change “skeptics” railed about how CRU scientists

were terrible programmers, but they didn’t realize the full
extent of the problem: few scientific and engineering
programmers follow best practices.

I What can we do to eliminate bugs and otherwise test
simulations?

http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101013/full/467775a.html

http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101013/full/467775a.html


Verification

I verification — checking the math — comparing exactly known
results against the simulation
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Validation
I validation — checking the model — comparing experiments

against the simulation
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Unfortunately...

Passing verification and validation tests are
necessary for a simulation to be correct, but not
sufficient.

Testing every part of the simulation often is difficult
if it’s even possible.



Uncertainty quantification
I Can a simulation account for uncertainties in the inputs and

the models and give you a range of possible results? Yes.



How could things go wrong?
example: pollutants released in a river

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ColumbiarivergorgeJRH.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ColumbiarivergorgeJRH.jpg


Modeling pollutants in a river
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I Y — pollutant mass fraction
I 1 if 100% pollutant, 0 if 0% pollutant (i.e., 100% water)
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1st-order numerical simulation



1st-order solution
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1st-order solution
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2nd-order numerical simulation

Should be better?



2nd-order solution
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No silver bullet?

I Godunov’s theorem — linear methods for PDEs that don’t
produce wiggles are at best 1st-order accurate

I More advanced (non-linear) numerical methods have low
dissipation and no (or less) wiggles, though they often require
more computational cost and have other problems (e.g.,
create non-physical vorticity, a.k.a. fluid spinning).



Other potential problems with physically-based simulations

I Features of the physics are ignored:

I energy conservation

I shock wave propagation speed

I physical bounds

I Unphysical (not real) oscillations

I Non-monotone/TVD numerical schemes

I “Stiff” equations

I Stability

I Grid convergence

I odd-even decoupling (a.k.a. “checkerboarding”)

I tons more I forgot



Summary

To critically evaluate anything based on computer simulations (of
physical phenomena):

I Question everything, especially data sources and assumptions.
(Garbage in, garbage out.)

I Do some sanity checks. Can the simulation produce physically
impossible results?

I Demand to see the results of verification and validation tests.
Alternatively, do these tests yourself.

I To any scientist or engineer who questions why you want to
test “basic” things like this, ask in return what they are afraid
of!

I Recognize that simulations are not magic. Even if the user of
a simulation did everything right, the result still could be
garbage. Simulations have tons of their own problems that
the trained eye can recognize.

I Quantifying the uncertainty in a simulation result is
intellectually honest and should be encouraged.



Thank you.

ben.trettel@gmail.com

mailto:ben.trettel@gmail.com


\usepackage{amsbsy} % Adds \boldsymbol to make Greek letters bold in math mode
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage[natbib=true,style=alphabetic,url=false,isbn=false,doi=false]{biblatex}
\usepackage{cancel}
\usepackage[small,it,labelformat=empty]{caption}
\usepackage{color}
\usepackage{fixltx2e}
\usepackage{hyperref}
\usepackage{isomath}
\usepackage{mdwlist}
\usepackage[all,error]{onlyamsmath}
\usepackage{overpic}
\usepackage[all,error]{onlyamsmath}
\usepackage{parskip}
\usepackage{siunitx}
%\usepackage{strict} % doesn't work with beamer? http://texd.cvs.sourceforge.net/viewvc/texd/latex/sty/strict.sty?view=log
\usepackage{subfigure}

% embed LaTeX source into file
% https://tex.stackexchange.com/a/13218
\usepackage{embedfile}
\embedfile{presentation-header.tex}
\embedfile{presentation.tex}

% treat warnings as errors to catch minor mistakes
% see http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3244908/how-do-i-treat-latex-warnings-as-errors
%\renewcommand{\GenericWarning}[2]{\GenericError{#1}{#2}{}{This warning has been turned into a fatal error.}}
%%\ErrorFilter{latex}{Marginpar on page}
%%\ErrorFilter{latexfont}{Font}
%%\ErrorFilter{biblatex}{Please rerun LaTeX}

% load microtype
% needs to load after fonts
% https://tex.stackexchange.com/a/586
%\usepackage{microtype}

% Set your name here
\def\name{Ben Trettel}

% Set your title here
\def\doctitle{How to be skeptical of computer simulations}

% The following metadata will show up in the PDF properties
\hypersetup{
  colorlinks = false,
  urlcolor = black,
  pdfauthor = {\name},
  pdfkeywords = {},
  pdftitle = {\doctitle},
  pdfsubject = {},
  pdfpagemode = UseNone
}

% Need for anything that contains an @ command
\makeatletter

% Redefine maketitle to conserve space
\renewcommand{\maketitle}
{ \begingroup \vskip 10pt \begin{center} \large \textbf{\@title}
   \vskip 10pt \large \@author \hskip 20pt \@date \end{center}
  \vskip 10pt \endgroup \setcounter{footnote}{0} }
\makeatother
% End of region containing @ commands

% bibliography stuff
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

\bibliography{how-to-be-skeptical-of-computer-sims}

\renewcommand*{\bibfont}{\tiny}
\renewcommand*\footnoterule{}

% increase spacing in bibliography
% https://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/19105/how-can-i-put-more-space-between-bibliography-entries-biblatex
\setlength\bibitemsep{2.0\itemsep}

% shortcuts
%%%%%%%%%%%

% Reynolds number
\renewcommand{\Re}{\operatorname{Re}}

% Prandtl number
\renewcommand{\Pr}{\operatorname{Pr}}

% Froude number
\DeclareMathOperator{\Fr}{Fr}

% Grashof number
\DeclareMathOperator{\Gr}{Gr}

% Rayleigh number
\DeclareMathOperator{\Ra}{Ra}

% Nusselt number
\DeclareMathOperator{\Nu}{Nu}

% Atwood nummber
\DeclareMathOperator{\A}{A}

% for absolute value
\newcommand{\abs}[1]{\left| #1 \right|}

% for average
\newcommand{\avg}[1]{\left< #1 \right>}

% rename builtin command \d{} to \underdot{}
\let\underdot=\d

% for derivatives
\renewcommand{\d}[2]{\frac{\mathrm{d} #1}{\mathrm{d} #2}}

% for double derivatives
\newcommand{\dd}[2]{\frac{\mathrm{d}^2 #1}{\mathrm{d} #2^2}}

% for partial derivatives
\newcommand{\pd}[2]{\frac{\partial #1}{\partial #2}}

% for double partial derivatives
\newcommand{\pdd}[2]{\frac{\partial^2 #1}{\partial #2^2}}

% for thermodynamic partial derivatives
\newcommand{\pdc}[3]{\left(\frac{\partial #1}{\partial #2}
 \right)_{#3}}

% for material derivatives
\newcommand{\D}[2]{\frac{\mathrm{D} #1}{\mathrm{D} #2}}

% Spacing in some equations
\newcommand{\cquad}{\quad \text{,} \quad}

% new math operators
\DeclareMathOperator{\sgn}{sgn}

% redo \eqref to remove parenthesis
% this is easy to undo
\renewcommand*{\eqref}[1]{eqn.~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\Eqref}[1]{Eqn.~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\eqsref}[2]{equations~\ref{#1}~and~\ref{#2}}

\newcommand*{\figref}[1]{figure~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\Figref}[1]{Figure~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\figsref}[1]{figures~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\Figsref}[1]{Figures~\ref{#1}}

\newcommand*{\tabref}[1]{table~\ref{#1}}
\newcommand*{\Tabref}[1]{Table~\ref{#1}}

% stacked text for underbraces
\newcommand{\ubtext}[2]{\stackrel{\text{\scriptsize#1}}{\text{\scriptsize#2}}}

% approximately proportional to symbol
% from https://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/33538/how-to-get-an-approximately-proportional-to-symbol
\newcommand{\appropto}{\mathrel{\vcenter{
  \offinterlineskip\halign{\hfil$##$\cr
    \propto\cr\noalign{\kern2pt}\sim\cr\noalign{\kern-2pt}}}}}

% closed square, cube, etc., roots
% https://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/29834/closed-square-root-symbo
\let\oldsqrt\sqrt
% it defines the new \sqrt in terms of the old one
\def\sqrt{\mathpalette\DHLhksqrt}
\def\DHLhksqrt#1#2{%
\setbox0=\hbox{$#1\oldsqrt{#2\,}$}\dimen0=\ht0
\advance\dimen0-0.2\ht0
\setbox2=\hbox{\vrule height\ht0 depth -\dimen0}%
{\box0\lower0.4pt\box2}}

\setbeamertemplate{bibliography item}{}



\RequirePackage[l2tabu, orthodox]{nag}
\documentclass[final]{beamer}

\usepackage{svn-multi}
\svnidlong
{$LastChangedBy: $}
{$LastChangedRevision: $}
{$LastChangedDate: $}
{$HeadURL: $}

\input{presentation-header.tex}

\addtolength{\subfigcapskip}{1em}

\setbeamertemplate{navigation symbols}{}%remove navigation symbols

\title{\doctitle}

\author{\name}

\institute[UMCP]{University of Maryland, College Park}

\date{Saturday, September 22, 2012}

\begin{document}
\makeatletter
\patchcmd{\abx@macro@title}{\blx@unitpunct\blx@postpunct}{}{}
\makeatother

%\frame{\titlepage}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{How to be skeptical of computer simulations}
{\Large Ben Trettel} \hfill {\scriptsize Skepticamp DC 2012}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=10.5cm]{simcity2.png}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Categories of simulations}
\begin{columns}[c]
   \begin{column}{4cm}
      \begin{itemize*}
         \item physical systems
         \begin{itemize*}
            \item weather
            \item climate
            \item flow around planes, cars, etc.
            \item combustion
            \item material deformation
            \item etc.
         \end{itemize*}
         \item economic
         \begin{itemize*}
            \item derivatives
         \end{itemize*}
         \item psychological
         \begin{itemize*}
            \item traffic
            \item evacuation
         \end{itemize*}
      \end{itemize*}
   \end{column}
   \begin{column}{8cm}
      \includegraphics[width=8cm]{FAE_visualization.jpg}
   \end{column}
\end{columns}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize \url{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FAE_visualization.jpg}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Another example}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=6cm]{136479main_image_feature_431_ys_full.jpg}
\end{figure}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize \url{http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_431.html}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Why simulate anything?}
If simulations are potentially untrustworthy, can't we avoid this problem by testing or checking everything? Not always.
\begin{itemize}
   \item You can't test or check everything.
   \begin{itemize}
      \item fire safety of building --- too expensive to build tons of houses just to burn them down
      \item aerodynamics --- tweaking the model airplane to test different configurations often is too slow
      \item future or past climate --- no time machines
   \end{itemize}
   \item The test only occurs when you need the knowledge.
   \begin{itemize}
      \item weather
   \end{itemize}
   \item It's illegal.
   \begin{itemize}
      \item nukes
   \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Sleipner A offshore platform}
\begin{columns}[c]
   \begin{column}{8cm}
      underprediction of stress by 47\% in the concrete lead to
      \begin{itemize}
         \item the sinking of part of the base of the offshore platform and\ldots
         \item a crash registering at 3.0 on the Richter scale and\ldots
         \item \$700 million in losses for the company.
         \item Thankfully no one was hurt or killed.
      \end{itemize}
   \end{column}
   \begin{column}{4cm}
      \includegraphics[width=4cm]{sleipnera.jpg}
   \end{column}
\end{columns}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize\url{http://ta.twi.tudelft.nl/users/vuik/wi211/disasters.html}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Commonly heard quote about simulations}
\begin{quote}
Everyone believes the experiment except the person who did it. No one believes the simulation except the person who did it.
\end{quote}
\footnotesize a similar quote with ``simulation'' replaced by ``theory'' was attributed to Albert Einstein.
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize\url{http://www.aphids.com/cgi-bin/quotes.pl?act=ShowListingsForSub&Subject=S33}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\vfill
\centering
{\Large Basic skepticism: no special knowledge needed}
\vfill
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Basic skepticism: garbage in, garbage out\footnote{Usually. You can get the right answer \textit{by coincidence}. Getting a plausible result is no guarantee that the input data is good.}}
\begin{itemize}
   \item All input data must be sourced, preferably with known uncertainty (and units).
   \item This data should be checked:
   \begin{itemize}
      \item Does the source have the same value?
      \item Does the source cite another source? (You might have to go down the rabbit hole.)
      \item Does the value make sense?
   \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Basic skepticism: assumptions}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item Sometimes certain physics are ignored or changed.
   \begin{itemize*}
      \item The phenomena is demonstrably unimportant.
      \item ``It's what I was taught.'' (e.g., linearization)
      \item Laziness.
      \item ``Ignoring it is a model.''
   \end{itemize*}
\end{itemize*}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=5cm]{shock_wave.jpg}
\end{figure}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{Photo by Ernst Mach.}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Basic skepticism: extrapolation}
\begin{itemize}
   \item Imagine this plot shows temperature at different times. Can you estimate where the temperature is going next?
\end{itemize}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=7cm]{Extrapolation_example.pdf}
\end{figure}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize\url{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Extrapolation_example.svg}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Basic skepticism is not enough}
\begin{itemize}
   \item Questioning assumptions, justifications, and input data in a physically based model is not enough!
   \item \textit{Even if} a simulator has perfect assumptions a poorly designed or poorly implemented simulator \textit{can produce garbage results}.
   \item Even technical people are not immune. Most of them are unaware of what I will discuss today. % This is particularly scary! These guys use these simulations without realizing the limitations of the simulation.
   \item Simulations are not a ``black box''. They are not magic. They do have problems people should be aware of. If you don't understand the basics of what's going on inside then you are not qualified to analyze their results (in my opinion).
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\vfill
\centering
{\Large How computer simulations work\\and how to question their results}
\vfill
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Necessary approximations}
\begin{gather*}
   \pd{\rho}{t} + \pd{\rho u_i}{x_i} = 0 \\
   \pd{\rho u_j}{t} + \pd{\rho u_i u_j}{x_i} = -\pd{p}{x_j} + \pd{}{x_i} \left[\mu\left(\pd{u_i}{x_j} + \pd{u_j}{x_i}\right) - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ij} \mu \pd{u_i}{x_i}\right] \\
   \pd{\rho \phi_k}{t} + \pd{\rho u_i \phi_k}{x_i} = \pd{}{x_i} \left(\rho \alpha_k \pd{\phi_k}{x_i}\right)
\end{gather*}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item Computers can't really do anything we can't, so if we can't solve these equations, computers probably can't either. But we can change this from an exact calculus to an \textit{approximate} algebra problem that computers solve much faster than we do.
   \item The approximation introduces an error. The accuracy is usually specified with the ``order'' of the method, e.g., a \textit{1$^\text{st}$-order} error. Higher is (usually) better.
\end{itemize*}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{How many physical simulations work: grids}
In most physical simulations, everything is on a grid in some way, whether through ``time-stepping'', space gridding, or both. Reality is \textit{continuous}. The simulation is \textit{discrete}.
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{grid.pdf_t}
\end{figure}
The finer (smaller) the grid, \textit{usually} (hopefully!) the more accurate the simulation.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Bugs in the code}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item Who writes bug-free code? (No one best I can tell.)
   \item In 2009, the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia was hacked. Many emails and documents in the back described bugs in the code, e.g.:
   \begin{itemize*}
      \item ``Yup, my awful programming strikes again''
   \end{itemize*}
   %\item ``As a general rule, researchers do not test or document their programs rigorously, and they rarely release their codes, making it almost impossible to reproduce and verify published results generated by scientific software, say computer scientists. At best, poorly written programs cause researchers such as Harry to waste valuable time and energy. But the coding problems can sometimes cause substantial harm, and have forced some scientists to retract papers.''
   \item Climate change ``skeptics'' railed about how CRU scientists were terrible programmers, but they didn't realize the full extent of the problem: \textit{few scientific and engineering programmers follow best practices}.
   \item What can we do to eliminate bugs and otherwise test simulations?
\end{itemize*}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize\url{http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101013/full/467775a.html}}
\end{frame}

%\begin{frame}
%\frametitle{Fudge factors}
%
%\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Verification}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item verification --- checking the math --- comparing exactly known results against the simulation
\end{itemize*}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=10cm]{terminal_velocity_convergence.pdf}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Validation}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item validation --- checking the model --- comparing experiments against the simulation
\end{itemize*}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{validation.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Unfortunately...}
\Large Passing verification and validation tests are necessary for a simulation to be correct, but \textit{not sufficient}. \\[1em]
Testing every part of the simulation often is difficult if it's even possible.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Uncertainty quantification}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item Can a simulation account for uncertainties in the inputs and the models and give you a range of possible results? \textbf{Yes}.
\end{itemize*}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=9cm]{084021.png}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{How could things go wrong?}
example: pollutants released in a river
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \includegraphics[width=10cm]{ColumbiarivergorgeJRH.jpg}
\end{figure}
\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\scriptsize\url{https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ColumbiarivergorgeJRH.jpg}}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Modeling pollutants in a river}
\begin{equation*}
   \pd{Y}{t} + v \pd{Y}{x} = 0
\end{equation*}
\begin{itemize*}
   \item $Y$ --- pollutant mass fraction
   \begin{itemize*}
      \item 1 if 100\% pollutant, 0 if 0\% pollutant (i.e., 100\% water)
   \end{itemize*}
\end{itemize*}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{river-model.pdf_t}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Exact solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{exact_pollutant_1.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Exact solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{exact_pollutant_2.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Exact solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{exact_pollutant_3.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Exact solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{exact_pollutant_4.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Exact solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{exact_pollutant_5.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\vfill
\centering
{\Large 1$^\text{st}$-order numerical simulation}
\vfill
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{first_pollutant_1.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{first_pollutant_2.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{first_pollutant_3.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{first_pollutant_4.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{first_pollutant_5.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\vfill
\centering
{\Large 2$^\text{nd}$-order numerical simulation}
\\[1em] Should be better?
\vfill
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{2$^\text{nd}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{both_pollutant_1.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{2$^\text{nd}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{both_pollutant_2.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{2$^\text{nd}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{both_pollutant_3.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{2$^\text{nd}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{both_pollutant_4.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{1$^\text{st}$-order solution}
\begin{figure}[h]
   \centering
   \input{both_pollutant_5.tex}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{No silver bullet?}
\begin{itemize}
   \item Godunov's theorem --- \textit{linear} methods for PDEs that don't produce wiggles are at best 1$^\text{st}$-order accurate
   \item More advanced (non-linear) numerical methods have low dissipation and no (or less) wiggles, though they often require more computational cost and have other problems (e.g., create non-physical vorticity, a.k.a.\ fluid spinning).
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Other potential problems with physically-based simulations}
\begin{itemize}
   \item Features of the physics are ignored:
   \begin{itemize}
      \item energy conservation
      \item shock wave propagation speed
      \item physical bounds
   \end{itemize}
   \item Unphysical (not real) oscillations
   \begin{itemize}
      \item Non-monotone/TVD numerical schemes
      \item ``Stiff'' equations
   \end{itemize}
   \item Stability
   \item Grid convergence
   \item odd-even decoupling (a.k.a.\ ``checkerboarding'')
   \item tons more I forgot
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Summary}
To critically evaluate anything based on computer simulations (of physical phenomena):
\begin{itemize*}
   \item Question everything, especially data sources and assumptions. (Garbage in, garbage out.)
   \item Do some sanity checks. Can the simulation produce physically impossible results?
   \item Demand to see the results of verification and validation tests. Alternatively, do these tests yourself.
   \begin{itemize*}
      \item To any scientist or engineer who questions why you want to test ``basic'' things like this, ask in return what they are afraid of!
   \end{itemize*}
   \item Recognize that simulations are not magic. Even if the user of a simulation did everything right, the result still could be garbage. Simulations have tons of their own problems that the trained eye can recognize.
   \item Quantifying the uncertainty in a simulation result is intellectually honest and should be encouraged.
\end{itemize*}
\end{frame}

%\begin{frame}
%\frametitle{Would you believe this?}
%\begin{quote}
%\footnotesize
%The distribution of the equivalent stress obtained by the stress analysis is shown in Figure 3. Because the maximum stress was smaller than the allowable stress, the Ark could be said to have had safe structural performance.
%\end{quote}
%\begin{figure}[h]
   %\centering
   %\includegraphics[width=7cm]{v8n1_safety-Figure03.jpg}
%\end{figure}
%\let\thefootnote\relax\footnotetext{\url{http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/tj/v8/n1/noah}}
%\end{frame}

%\begin{frame}
%\frametitle{Questioning Korean creationists}
%\begin{itemize*}
   %\item Basic questions (no special knowledge of simulations needed)
   %\begin{itemize*}
      %\item What's the allowable stress? (And what's the source? Etc.)
      %\item What's the stress in the simulation?
      %\item What's the configuration used?
      %\item Was fracture under fatigue considered? (Seems not based on a reading of the paper.)
   %\end{itemize*}
   %\item Some more advanced questions:
   %\begin{itemize*}
      %\item How sensitive is the simulation to adding more elements?
   %\end{itemize*}
%\end{itemize*}
%\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\Large Thank you. \\[1em]
\href{mailto:ben.trettel@gmail.com}{\tt ben.trettel@gmail.com}

\printbibliography
\end{frame}
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